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Abstract
The standard PCA was always used as baseline 
algorithm to evaluate ICA-based face recognition 
systems in the previous research. In this paper, we 
examine the two architectures of ICA for image 
representation and find that ICA Architecture I 
involves a PCA process by vertically centering (PCA I), 
while ICA Architecture II involves a whitened PCA 
process by horizontally centering (PCA II). So, it is 
reasonable to use these two PCA versions as baseline 
algorithms to revaluate the ICA-based face recognition 
systems. The experiments were performed on the 
FERET face database. The experimental results show 
there is no significant performance differences 
between ICA Architecture I (II) and PCA I (II), 
although ICA Architecture II significantly outperforms 
the standard PCA. It can be concluded that the 
performance of ICA strongly depends on its involved 
PCA process. The pure ICA projection has little effect 
on the performance of face recognition. 
1. Introduction 
Face recognition has received significant attention 
in the past decades due to its potential applications in 
biometrics, information security, law enforcement, etc. 
By far, numerous methods have been suggested to 
address this problem [1]. Among them, principal 
component analysis (PCA) turns out to be very 
effective [2]. Recently, a PCA closely-related method, 
independent component analysis (ICA) [3], has also 
been applied to face recognition. ICA can be viewed as 
a generalization of PCA since it concerns not only 
second-order dependencies but also high-order 
dependencies between variables. PCA makes the data 
uncorrelated while ICA makes the data as independent 
as possible. Bartlett et al. [4, 5], Yuen and Lai [6], and 
Liu and Wechsler [7] are among the first to apply ICA 
to face representation and recognition. They all 
claimed that ICA outperforms PCA for face 
recognition. Other researchers, however, reported 
different results on this subject. Baek et al [8] shown 
that PCA outperforms ICA while Moghaddam [9] and 
Jin [10] shown there is no significant difference in 
performance between the two methods. Socolinsky and 
Selinger [11] reported that ICA outperforms PCA on 
visible images but PCA outperforms ICA on infrared 
images. Recently, Draper et al [12] tried to explain 
why there exist such contradictory results. They re-
tested ICA and PCA on the FERET database and made 
a comprehensive comparison between the 
performances of the two methods. They found the 
relative performance of ICA and PCA mainly depends 
on the ICA architecture and the distance metric.  
The previous researchers [4-12], however, all use 
the standard PCA as the baseline algorithm to evaluate 
ICA-based face recognition systems. Now, a question 
is: is standard PCA a good choice to evaluate ICA? 
Actually, the ICA process, whether by Architecture I 
or II, contains more than a PCA process; see Figure 1. 
A whitening process exists between the standard PCA 
and ICA. After the sphering of data, we get the 
whitened PCA features, what about the performance of 
these features, in contrast to standard PCA features and 
the resulting ICA features? By far, no one has ever 
addressed this. The function of whitening process, 
particularly its potential effect on the recognition 
performance is still not clear. In the case where the 
performance of ICA is significantly different with that 
of the standard PCA, a critical problem is: what causes 
this difference, the whitening process or the 
subsequent pure ICA projection? If the whitened PCA 
features perform as powerful as ICA features, it is 
unnecessary to use a computationally expensive ICA 
projection for further processing. Therefore, the 
standard PCA seems not to be a good choice to 
evaluate ICA. 
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PCA features Whitened PCA features ICA features 
Figure 1 Illustration of ICA process for feature extraction and classification
Now, another question arises: what should be the
PCA baseline algorithm to evaluate ICA? Roughly
speaking, the “PCA+Whitening” (whitened PCA) can
act as a baseline algorithm. In this paper, we will
perform an in-depth analysis on the two architectures 
of ICA for image representation and find that ICA
Architecture I involves a PCA process by vertically
centering (PCA I), while ICA Architecture II involves
a whitened PCA process by horizontally centering
(PCA II). So, it is reasonable to use these two PCA
versions as baseline algorithms to revaluate the ICA-
based face recognition systems.
In this paper, our main goal is to investigate (1)
what role the PCA whitening step and centering mode
play in the ICA-based face recognition system; (2) 
what effect the pure ICA projection takes on the
performance of face recognition, and further to reveal 
how the performance of two ICA architectures
depends on their related PCA versions. By virtue of
these investigations, we try to find some inherent
reasons to explain why ICA performs better than PCA
in some cases and why not in other cases. 
2. Two architectures of ICA-based image 
representation and their corresponding 
PCA baseline algorithms 
Regardless of what algorithm is used to perform
ICA, there are generally two different architectures to 
be followed to apply ICA to face recognition. In
Architecture I, the observed face images are viewed as 
a linear mixture of a set of statistically independent
basis images. ICA is used to recover the set of 
statistically independent basis images. Then, the
projection coefficients of a face image onto these basis
images are used as features to represent the image for 
recognition. Although the basic basis images obtained
by Architecture I are independent, the coefficients that 
code each image are not necessarily independent. 
Architecture II tries to use ICA to find a set of
statistically independent coefficients to represent an 
image for recognition. Figure 2 shows some basis
images corresponding to ICA Architecture I, ICA
Architecture II and PCA when they are applied to face 
representation. From Figure 2, it can be seen that ICA
Architecture I provides a more localized representation 
for faces, while ICA Architecture II, like PCA in a
sense, provides a more holistic representation.
 (a) Basis Images corresponding to ICA Architecture I 
 (b) Basis Images corresponding to ICA Architecture II 
      (c) Basis Images (eigenfaces) corresponding to PCA 
Figure 2. Basis images corresponding to ICA 
Architecture I, ICA Architecture II and PCA 
In the follow subsections, we will perform analysis
on these two architectures and build the corresponding
PCA baseline algorithms.
2.1. ICA Architecture I: statistically 
independent basis images
     Given a set of M training samples (image column
vectors)  in ?
Mxxx ,,, 21 ?
N. Let us form the image
column data matrix  and its
transpose (image row data matrix) .
),,,( 21 MxxxX ??
T
XY ?
     In Architecture I, the face images are viewed as
random variables and the pixel values provide
observations for these variables.  This means that ICA
is performed on the image row data matrix TXY ? .
Denote ),,,( 21 NyyyY ?? . are used as 
observation vectors to evaluate the unmixing matrix of 
ICA model.
Nyyy ,,, 21 ?
Centering data
Let us center the data in the observation vector
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Denote . Actually,T
21I ),,,( Mmmm ??m }{ jj Em x? ,
i.e., the mean of all pixel values of image j. Every 
observation is subtracted by the mean vector
Im , i.e., 
. Then, we get the centered image row
data matrix . Let us denote .
is called the vertically-centered image column data
matrix, in which every column is an zero-mean image,
i.e., the image that has been removed the mean of pixel
values.
)( Imyy ?? jj





We will perform PCA based on the centered
observation vectors to whiten the data.
The covariance matrix is 
















                       (1) 
Let us denote . Calculate the orthonormal
eigenvectors  of  corresponding to m
largest positive eigenvlaues
TYYG ?v
m??? ,,, 21 ? vG
m??? ??? ?21 . Then, the 
m largest positive eigenvlaues of  are 
I?
NNN
m??? ,,, 21 ? ,
and the associated orthonormal eigenvectors are 
.
m??? ,,, 21 ?
Denoting  and =),,,( 21 m???V ?? ? ? ?m??? ,,,diag 21 ? ,






V  = 2
1??VN , such that
                               (2) IPP ?? I
T
The data matrix can be whitened by
the following transformation
),,,( 21 NyyyY ??
YPR
T?                                  (3)
ICA Processing 
    We perform ICA on R, producing a matrix  with
m indepdent basis images in its rows (see Figure 2 (a)),
that is, 
IU
RWU II ?                                (4) 
where  is the unmixing matrix of ICA. 
IW
    For a given image x in a column vector, after 
vertically-centering and projecting it onto these m
indepdent basis images, we have
 =                             (5) xUz I? xRWI
This transformation can be decomposed into two ones:
= =xRy ? xYPT ? ? xYV T21??N = xYVT21??N (6)
z =                               (7) yWI
Note that here, we use a projection-based method [10]
to get the representation coefficients of an image, that 
is, projecting the image directly on the axes formed by 
the m indepdent source images resulting from ICA.
This is different from the ways used in [5], where a
minimum squared error  (MSE) based representation
was suggested. It is not hard to show the two kinds of 
representation methods are actually equivalent when 
the unmixing matrix is orthogonal (  should be
orthogonal in theory; actually, we can obtain an 
orthogonal unmixing matrix by FastICA algorithm [3]).
IW IW
2.2. PCA baseline algorithm I for ICA
Architecture I 
PCA by Vertically Centering
     Recall the vertically-centered image column data








                          (8) 
From the Singular value decomposition (SVD)
theorem [13], we know  and  have the
same nonzero eigenvalues. Suppose the orthonormal




m??? ,,, 21 ? vG
m??? ??? ?21 . Then, we 





?Y? T1? , 1, ,j m? ? .                     (9) 
Thus, the m largest positive eigenvlaues of
v?  are 
MMM
m??? ,,, 21 ? , and the associated orthonormal
eigenvectors are .
m??? ,,, 21 ?
     Let  = ( ) = 
vP m??? ,,, 21 ? 2
1T ??VY  = 2
1??VXv . The 
corresponding PCA transformation (by vertically
centering) is 
xPy Tv? = ? ? xVY TT 21?? = xYVT21?? (10)
Comparing Eq. (10) with the Eq. (6), we find that the
first transformation in ICA Artchetecture I is exactly
the PCA transformation by vertically centering (the
constant N has no effect on the results in the sense 
of feature extraction). The transform matrix
T
vN PR ? . That is, its rows are principal eigenvectors 
of
v? , i.e., a set of eigen-images. The followed ICA is 
to recover a set of independent basic images from these
eigen-images.
      Since the ICA Artchetecture I involves a PCA
process by vertically centering, this kind of PCA
should be taken as a baseline algorithm to evaluate
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ICA Artchetecture I. This PCA algorithm (by vertically
centering) is named PCA Baseline Algorithm I (PCA I). 
2.3. ICA Architecture II: statistically 
independent representation coefficients 
     Given a set of M training samples (image column
vectors)  in ?
Mxxx ,,, 21 ?
N. Let us form the image
column data matrix .),,,( 21 MxxxX ??
The goal of ICA Architecture II is to find
statistically independent coefficients for input image
data. In this architecture, the face images are viewed as
observations and the pixel values are random variables.
ICA is performed directly on the image column data
matrix . In other words, are used as 
observation vectors to evaluate the unmixing matrix of 
ICA model.
X
Mxxx ,,, 21 ?
Centering data
Let us center the data in the observation vector












Every observation is subtracted by the mean vector
II
,
i.e., , then, we get the centered image
row data matrix . This way of 
centering is named horizontally centering, in contrast
with the vertically centering of data in Section 2.2. 
m
)( IImxx ?? jj
),,,( 21 Mh xxxX ??
Whitening data
      PCA is first performed based on the centered
observation vectors
M
to whiten the data.
This process will be detailed in the next subsection.
Suppose the PCA whitening matrix is . We obtain
the whitened data matrix  after the
following transformation
xxx ,,, 21 ?
wP
),,,( 21 MyyyY ??
hw XPY
T?                               (16) 
ICA Processing 
     Then, we perform ICA based on the sphered data
. Suppose the resulting unmixing matrix is 
. The whole transform matrix  of ICA
Architecture II is
Myyy ,,, 21 ?
IIW IIU
T
IIII wPWU ?                           (17) 
The row vectors of are corresponding to the basic
images of ICA Architecture II (see Figure 2 (b)). These
images are not necessarily independent. They, however, 
form the coordinate axes to make the projection
coefficients of each sample as independent as possible.
IIU
Given an image x in a column vector, after 
horizontally-centering and projecting it onto these
basic images, we have
xUz II?  =                      (18) xPW
T
II w
The vector z, containing a set of independent
coefficients, is used to represent the image x for
recognition.
It is obvious that the transformation in Eq.(18) can
be decomposed into two ones: a whitened PCA
transform followed by an ICA transformxPy Tw?
yWz II? .
2.4. PCA baseline algorithm II for ICA
Architecture II 
PCA by Horizontally Centering (Standard PCA)
Let us construct the covariance matrix based on the
horizontally-centered observation vectors :
















XX                      (19) 
Suppose are the orthonormal eigenvectors
of
m??? ,,, 21 ?
II?  corresponding to m largest positive eigenvlaues
m??? ??? ?21 . Then, the standard PCA transform is 
xPy
T
h?  , where  = ( )         (20) hP m??? ,,, 21 ?
Whitened PCA
    Denoting 2
1??? hw PP , where ? = ? ?m??? ,,,diag 21 ? ,
we have 
IPP ?? ww II
T                             (21) 
Thus, we obtain the whitening matrix . The data can 




w?                              (22) 
The whitened PCA transform not only eliminates the
correlation betweens variables but also normalizes the 
deviation of each variable, that is, makes the deviation 
to be one.
Since the ICA Artchetecture II involves not only a 
standard PCA (by horizontally centering) but also a 
whitened PCA process, the two PCA versions should
be taken as baseline algorithms to evaluate ICA
Artchetecture II. The whitened PCA algorithm (by
horizontally centering) is named PCA Baseline 
Algorithm II (PCA II). 
2.5. Summary
The two architectures of ICA involve two different
versions of PCA: ICA Architecture I includes a PCA
by vertically centering (PCA I), while ICA
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Architecture II includes a whitened PCA by
horizontally centering (PCA II), that is 
 ICA Architecture I  PCA I   +  ICA          (23) ?
ICA Architecture II ?  PCA II   +  ICA         (24) 
In contrast to standard PCA, PCA I removed the mean
of each image while standard PCA removes the mean
image of all training samples. PCA II is the whiten
version of standard PCA. It can normalize the
deviation of each coefficient as well as make the
coefficients uncorrelated.
To evaluate the performance of the two
architectures of ICA for image representation and 
recognition, it is necessary to compare them with the
two different versions of PCA, as well as the standard
PCA. In other words, PCA I, PCA II and standard
PCA should be selected as baseline algorithms to
evaluate ICA. 
3. Experiments and Analysis 
The experiments are performed using the FERET
1996 standard subset. In this subset, the basic gallery
contains 1,196 face images. There are four sets of
probe images compared to this gallery: fafb, fafc
Duplicates I and II [14]. In our experiments, the face
portion of each original image is automatically cropped 
based on the location of eyes and resized to an image
of 80 80 pixels. The resulting image is then pre-
processed by a histogram equalization algorithm.
?
The purpose of our experiments is to compare the
performance of the standard PCA, PCA I, PCA II, and
ICA Architectures I and II based face recognition 
systems. In order to reduce the effect that might be 
induced by the choice of the training sample set, we 
run each system ten times. In each time, the training 
sample set that containing 500 images is randomly
selected from the gallery so that the training sample
sets are different for ten tests.
    By training, the projector of each method is obtained 
and, for each face image, 200 features are extracted for 
representation and recognition purpose. Note that the
PC (principle component) number is selected as 205 in
the pre-processing phase (i.e., PCA I or II) of ICA
Architecture I or II. We adopt a kurtosis closely related 
contrast function 4
4
1)( uuG ? in ICA model and use the
FastICA codes that are publicly available at the 
website http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/ica/fastica to
calculate the projector of ICA. After feature extraction, 
a near neighbor classifier with different distance
metrics is employed for classification. Three distance 
metrics: L2 (Euclidean) distance metric, L1 (city-block)
distance metric, and cosine distance, are used in
standard PCA. Only the cosine distance is adopted in
ICA (Architectures I and II), PCA I and PCA II 
because this metric was demonstrated most effective
for ICA [5, 12] and, PCA I and PCA II need the same
distance metric to evaluate ICA. For each method and 
each probe set, the average recognition rate across ten 
tests is listed in Table 1. Taking all four probe sets as a 
whole, the total recognition rate of each method is also 
calculated and listed in this table.
Table 1 The average recognition rates of the standard PCA, PCA I, PCA II, and ICA Architectures I and II 
with different distance metrics on the FERET database 




Cosine Cosine L2 L1 Cosine Cosine Cosine
fafb 77.66 77.74 77.18 76.49 76.67 81.66 81.23
fafc 14.21 14.32 14.84 38.42 11.06 63.91 63.81
dup. I 32.32 32.35 32.06 33.89 33.80 46.37 46.33
Dup. II 10.46 10.41 10.15 13.03 12.81 26.37 26.41
Total 51.74 51.79 51.44 53.89 51.67 63.80 63.57
Table 1 shows us that i) ICA Architecture II (with 
cosine distance) significantly outperforms the standard
PCA no matter what distance metric is used by PCA. ii)
PCA with L1 distance is slightly better than ICA
Architecture I in terms of the total recognition rate. All 
of these results are consistent with Draper et al.’s
studies [12]. Based on these studies, Draper et al.
concluded that ICA Architecture II is better than PCA
for identifying faces.
    However, if we use the proposed PCA baseline
algorithms to reevaluate the performance of ICA for
face recognition, we will draw absolutely different
conclusions. As shown in Table 1, PCA II (I) can
perform as well as (even slightly better than) ICA
Architecture II (I). There is no significant performance
difference between ICA Architecture I (II) and PCA I
(II). It seems that the pure ICA projection has trivial
effect on the performance of face recognition.
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    Now, a question is: what on earth causes the 
remarkable performance difference between ICA 
Architecture I (II) and the standard PCA? In our 
opinion, the underlying reason is the inherent 
difference between the involved PCA I (II) and the 
standard PCA, rather than the involvement of a pure 
ICA projection. The difference between PCA I and the 
standard PCA is the centering mode, PCA I centers the 
data by removing the mean of each image (i.e., vertical 
centering) while the standard PCA by removing the 
mean image of all training samples (i.e., horizontal 
centering). Vertical centering may benefit for the 
recognition in varying illumination, especially that 
caused by lighting intensity. This leads to the result 
that PCA I performs better than standard PCA with the 
same distance metric (cosine distance) on Probe set 
fafc, as shown in Table 1. In such a case, ICA 
Architecture I performs better than standard PCA. 
However, the centering mode does not affect the 
recognition accuracy much in the average sense. So, 
there is no significant performance difference between 
PCA I and standard PCA with the same distance metric 
in terms of the total recognition rate. This gives rise to 
the similar results between ICA Architecture I and 
standard PCA with the same distance metric.  
    PCA II is the whiten version of standard PCA, i.e., 
standard PCA plus a whitening step. The whitening 
step is really helpful for improving the recognition rate 
on this database. It causes the significant performance 
difference between PCA II and standard PCA, as 
shown in Table 1. Further, this whitening step makes 
ICA Architecture II significantly outperform standard 
PCA.
    In a word, it is the centering mode (not the pure ICA 
projection) that causes the remarkable performance 
difference between ICA Architecture I and the standard 
PCA (if there exists such a performance difference 
between them). It is the whitening step (not the pure 
ICA projection) that causes the significant performance 
difference between ICA Architecture II and the 
standard PCA  
4. Conclusions 
     In this paper, we examine the two architectures of 
ICA for image representation and find that ICA 
Architecture I involves a PCA process by vertically 
centering (PCA I), while ICA Architecture II involves 
a whitened PCA process by horizontally centering 
(PCA II). These two PCA versions are used as baseline 
algorithms to revaluate the ICA-based face recognition 
systems. The experimental results show there is no 
significant performance differences between ICA 
Architecture I (II) and PCA I (II), although ICA 
Architecture II significantly outperforms the standard 
PCA on the FERET database. The recognition 
performance of ICA, whether using Architecture I or II, 
strongly depends on its involved PCA process (PCA I 
or II). The pure ICA projection seems to have little 
effect on the performance of face recognition.
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